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editor’s NOTES

Once again Oakley MC have been busy over the first
part of this year, so I hope you will enjoy the articles we
have put together for you …..
AGM				4 & 5
Curry Night			7
My First Bike			
8&9
Annual Stride Out			
10
Tales of Adventure – Nathan Millward 12 & 13
Photo Gallery			
14 & 15
Talk by Simon Weir		
16
John Hannaford – Racer
18, 19 & 20
OMC visits Normandy		
22 & 23
Biker Down			24
Peter Williams			26
Kempston School Visit		
27
Local Boy – Sam Llewellyn		
28

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Robbie
Bays for his patience and hard work putting the magazine together, to our Sponsors who continue to support
us every year, and to the members who kindly send in
their articles and photos.
Wishing you all a great riding season …
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Over 150 people attended Oakley Club
for the OMC AGM on the evening of
Thursday 4th February and, as in the past,
our Chairman had us totally entertained.
Sadly, four committee members stood down this
year, these being Vice Chair Paul Butler, Magazine
and newsletter Editor Kirsty Eaton, Josef Ekkerd and
Adam Travill.Although standing down, Paul Butler will
continue being involved with the lead Riders Group
and Kirsty will continue in her role of Editor of the
newsletter and magazine. Lizzy Burraway and Roy
Singleton were co-opted on to the Committee and

following the AGM, as normal, the committee held a
quick meeting for the decision of Vice Chair.The only
person standing was our Treasurer Derek Brown
who will now be the Vice Chair of OMC. Julie Ward
has taken over as Treasurer.
Therefore the committee for 2016-17 will be as
follows
•
Roger Bays - Chair
•
Bernice Russell - Secretary
•
Derek Brown - Vice Chair
•
Colin Measures
•
Clive Homan
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•
Colleen Spencer
•
Darren Spencer
•
Dave Panell
•
Dave Sims
•
Lizzy Burraway
•
Roy Singleton
Oakley Motorcycle Club members elected for the
East Anglian Air Ambulance to remain as their chosen charity.
During the course of the evening the following
awards were made
1. Fantasy Race Team Winner - Dave Higham
2. Member of the Year - Steve Brennan.
3. Pillocks of the Year - Paul Butler and Barry Williams.
Bouquets were presented to the Chairman’s leading Ladies from 2015-16, these being Marion Phillimore - Fantasy Race Team organiser, Colleen Spencer - Merchandise sales, Kirsty Eaton - Newsletter
and magazine Editor and Bernice Russell - Secretary
Have a great and safe year
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5TH ANNUAL “CURRY” GET TOGETHER
The 5th Annual Curry gathering took place on Sunday 31st January and once again we had a great turn
out with 70 + club members taking part. As in the
past, we all met at The Bankers Draft in Bedford to
line the tummy before strolling across to Indiya Restaurant for our meal.
To entertain ourselves whilst orders where delivered, Leslie compiled a music question and answer
sheet which had most of us fooled! The winning
team of ladies were Colleen, Christine, Rena and Alison – all music junkies!!
Over £640.00 was raised from the event for East
Anglian Air Ambulance. A big thanks to David and
Leslie Brown for all their efforts in arranging the evening and to everyone who supported the event.
Steve Emery at the end of another good evening
……

Cathy King kept her big birthday (never ask a lady’s
age) a secret but on discovery, we made a quick trot
to the local store to obtain a cake. Congratulations
Cathy!!!
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My first bike...
By Alan Baker

It was 1957 when I got my first motorbike. I was still at school, and petrol cost
about 4p a litre.
I couldn’t wait to get a bike, but mum insisted I wait
till I was 16 to ride one. I had ridden pillion on my
dad’s bike since I was about nine, and since then he
had taken me on day trips to almost every seaside
resort from Great Yarmouth to Weymouth on his
500cc Vincent Comet. Quite an achievement since
he never wore a helmet or even goggles (he insisted
they restricted his vision)!!!
I worked Saturdays and school holidays at Excel, a
meat processing company in Stratford, East London; I
saved every penny I earned there for the bike.
I went by bicycle down a cobbled street called Carpenters Road. We called it the street of a thousand
smells, since as well as the stink from the nearby
River Lea outlets, there was oil and petrol from Carless & Capel, paint from Robialac’s, perfume from
Yardleys, sweets from Clarnico’s, timber from a wood
yard, and meat products from Excel

I bought a Tandon 125cc Trials bike from a friend of
my dad’s for £20. They were rare even then!! It had
a measly 125 Villiers two-stroke engine, upside down
forks (which were normal then on lightweights), a
rigid rear end, a chrome peanut tank, single saddle,
and kickstart. Of course whenever I bought petrol I
had to add oil to it using the handy measure inside
the filler cap, then bounce the whole bike up and
down to mix it!! There was no ignition switch, just a
horn button acting as a kill-switch.
Then I made my mods: I took off the rusty old mudguards and fitted shiny new alloys. I made the headlight detachable and added a bulb horn since there
was no battery. I made up an alloy trials number plate
which I fitted to the front with the old number plate
mounted across the top - very sporty!! But my master stroke was to get a pair of new rear shocks and
fit them to the back. Now I had a pukka trials tool;
all that was missing was power, even after dad and I
decoked the engine.
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suffer from carburation problems. Every five miles or
so, when the engine got hot and baked in mud, it
used to misfire with what we called a ‘whisker’ in the
spark plug. This was a thin build-up of carbon across
the plug gap, so the hot plug had to be taken out
and cleaned or changed. I soon learned from a friend
that a square ‘Gold Leaf’ tobacco tin would hold 5
or 6 plugs, all cleaned and ready to swap over, kept
in the pocket of your Barbour jacket, together with
the plug spanner. Not surprising that the most common repair in those days was a cylinder head with a
stripped plug thread (and a hole in the jacket pocket).

When my 16th birthday dawned I already had my
licence and went straight out on the bike. I did a tour
of familiar places like Broxbourne on the river Lea,
and the Roding villages where I had been on my bicycle. What a glorious day buzzing round the countryside with no other traffic in sight.
My local sporting club was the Grasshoppers of
Chingford. They met on a Tuesday night at Dick Turpin’s Cave, which was a Pub and Tea Room in Epping
Forest, near High Beech. This was a pleasant 20 minute run from home, up the Epping New Road, notorious for fast bikes, but frustrating on a 125. I went
there almost every week and quickly made friends.
Some of the members at that time were Derry Preston-Cobb (cousin of Bert Greeves) who came in an
invalid carriage, being disabled, Monty Banks and Alf
Hagon. The preferred trials bike for the expert was
a Greeves Scottish, with a 197 Villiers 9E engine, but
they were beyond my means at the time.
Together with the other Grasshopper trials riders
I went to all the local trials round Essex and Herts,
and we had a wonderful time, ploughing through mud
and water down green lanes and in the ponds of local
farms, my favourite being Old Park Farm. Most of us
rode to the venues on our bikes, but the upmarket
members had company vans, or cars and trailers.
Most two strokes (Villiers) at the time seemed to

Trials were great, but I needed a decent road bike.
Having passed my test there were no further restrictions, apart from money. I used to go with dad every
Sunday to Club Row in the East End where there
was a street market of Cars and Motorbikes. One
Sunday I spotted a BSA M24 with tele’s, a Rudge front
wheel and a rigid frame. It was one of the first 500cc
alloy motor Gold Stars; I bought it for £32. It was my
dream bike: it would do 90mph and 90mpg, but not
at the same time.
Since then I have never stopped riding, always owning at least one bike over the last 58 years.
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By Richard Galka

Sunday 7th February saw the hardier of us head out
for Derek’s annual winter “Stride Out” at Rushmere
Country Park, Heath and Reach.
About 15 people along with a variety of canine
friends met mid morning to tackle the route which
meandered mostly through very pleasant woodland.
The walk, about 4 miles long, took about 2 hours
and as you can imagine, even though the local soil is
very sandy, parts of the route were, let’s say, a little
muddy................but nothing too bad.
The weather was as the local forecast promised
and was generally quite pleasant; actually almost perfect for such an event.
The Parks ‘Heron’s View Visitor Centre’ cafe provided sustenance in the form of teas, coffees and bacon rolls where required.
Thanks go to Derek and Jackie for organising the
Stride-Out once again.
K2 or Annapurna next year Derek?
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TALES OF ADVENTURE - Nathan Millward
As a keen ‘adventure’ rider myself I thought it would
be a good idea to get my mate Nathan Millward to
do a talk about his various world trips and see if we
can conjure up some interest in this type of biking.
The planning/arranging part was the most challenging
as Nathan doesn’t reply very quickly to emails! But
eventually a date was set and the Bedford Golf Club
booked. Nathan was slightly concerned about how
many people would come along to listen to his tales
as he is a humble chap and doesn’t really understand
why people would want to listen to him! for those
that came along I am sure you can give many good
reasons why...

Nathan’s adventures all began when, after finishing
his Masters in Business degree at Uni, he decided to
disappear to the land of Oz where he worked on a
car magazine called MOTOR. In Oz he met a girl,
things were good, then bad, so it was time to return
home …. But how? I will purchase a “postie” and
ride back was the answer.
Nathan entertained us all, chatting about his exploits and travels from Sydney to London. On one
occasion, tired and needing rest, he sought out some
accommodation for the night … the only place available – a brothel!!! Fortunately, he claimed, the sex
part was not compulsory although he could have
earned a few quid (much needed) had he been inclined!! Nathan’s post bike was affectionately named
Dorothy – his companion and travel friend!! Their
journey was a great achievement and fun adventure.
(To learn more you can go to Nathan’s website or
buy his book “Sydney to London … The long ride
home” – fabulous reading!!)

After a short break, Nathan went on to speak about
his US trip. He had taken his new girlfriend with him
as pillion and had dumped faithful Dorothy for a GS!!
(Poor Dorothy after all she had done for him). This
trip was all about enjoying the ride, and making some
memories together – in fact when they returned his
girlfriend had become his wife!!
The bike was flown into Las Vegas because from the
airport it’s a case of turn left and you’re straight in
the desert and the quiet roads. The next four weeks
were spent exploring Utah, Nevada and Colorado;
seeing the Grand Canyon, Death Valley, Roswell, Salt
Lake City and lots more. There was no route or
itinerary, stop overs were generally campsites. The
campsites over there are cheap and well serviced
which was perfect for their budget of no more than
$100 a day.
Another break and excellent buffet (provided by
the Club) and then, a special treat! Nathan had come
to the talk in a large van, in the back was his GS
and the Postie bike. We managed to persuade him
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to get the Postie bike out and bring it into the talk
room - he did one better and rode it into the room!
Dorothy was a beauty!! Everyone came over for pics
and a sit on this amazing bike, hard to imagine it had
been ridden from Oz to the UK, the chrome was still
shiny and the red paint was very red, and it started
first kick, although it had had new rings etc.

I think I can confidently say that everyone really
enjoyed the evening, there was much laughter and
chatting, lots of books were sold which helped cover
Nathan’s van fuel bill so he was happy.
Thanks to everyone that came.
Article By Rob Kelly
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A TALK BY

SIMON WEIR

BY DAVE SIMS

After being asked to organise another talk from Simon (this would be the 3rd) I was finding it hard to
come up with a subject that he hadn’t covered but Simon suggested roads of Europe and Britain.
Again finding a date to suit all concerned is a fairly
hard chore, but it was achieved by fitting in with Simon
picking up a test bike in Austria (KTM 1290 GT) riding
it back, calling via the golf club to deliver his talk before
carrying on home to get back with his family. So a big
thank you to Simon for all the effort he put into the
night - he must have been knackered!
On the night I had around 40 names down of people
interested in joining us - allowing for a few extras turning up on the door I catered for 50 but in the end there
were 59 - so a great turnout but it did mean that we
were a bit light on the chips (apologies to Mr Mant!)
Simon talked for about an hour on his choice of top
10 touring countries and roads to ride then after a
quick break we had 45 minutes of Q and A which is
always popular and very interesting.
A big thank you to all who supported the night and a
huge thanks to Simon for all his time and effort
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John Hannaford Racing

Report from Pembrey Racing Circuit, Wales - 25/26/27 March

Easter weekend, particularly the Thursday before Good Friday, is the recognised
as the motorists all time nightmare.
Everyone is trying to get somewhere for the weekend (and don’t get me started about “staggering your
journey”!).
So my team manager and I had long discussions
about which route we should take to South Wales
on that Thursday afternoon. Actually the discussion
wasn’t that long, Jemma said M1 M6 M5 and see how
we go from there, which is what I did! The 4 hour
journey took us 5 and a half hours, which was nowhere near as bad as I had expected. We had been
routed onto B roads in Wales to avoid congestion,
which was fine, apart from me driving a LWB van
that had a heavy clutch, and we encountered thick
fog along the way too.
Good Friday was a practice day at the circuit, and
this was my first visit, so a lot of learning to do, and
we soon discovered we had some work to do on
the bike too. It was evident after the first couple of
sessions that the clutch slip was still very much there,
and it was preventing full power in top gear which
was a bit of a pain. We were advised by a fellow

racer that the oil I had used in the gearbox was the
wrong stuff. So an oil change was required, and my 2
mechanics disappeared into the Welsh hills to locate
some of the right stuff. We also had to manufacture
and fit a special guard to the swinging arm to prevent
fingers getting caught in the rear sprocket. Not easy
on this 43 year old machine. I also requested that
the handle bars were shortened, so out came the big
hacksaw to lop off about 30mm each side.
By the end of practice day I was fairly happy that
I knew where to go, and with the help of a retired
racer who knew the circuit well who pointed me in
the right direction, the times weren’t too bad. I was
getting quicker every session which was promising.
We knew that the weather was going to turn pretty
nasty overnight so everything was taken out of the
gazebo/garage/workshop and put into the van. We
were renting a cottage a few miles down the road
and the van was going to stay at the circuit overnight.
The gazebo was weighted and tied down in anticipation of some blustery conditions. Anyone remember
the weather forecasting Michael Fish incident? Well
that happened to us. The storm that came in was
much worse than we anticipated. We arrived the
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next day (race day 1) to find that our gazebo had
been completely trashed by the storm! And it was
still raining and blowing a gale!

Practice went ok, but it was a bit daunting being
out on a drenched circuit on tyres I had only tried in
the dry. They performed really well although I was
taking it easy.
So to race 1. My first race since retiring in 1981.
And it was tipping down with rain. (I later learned
that Andy Sawford decided to stay in his motorhome
for his first race….). So I am near the back of the
grid and all of a sudden my visor started misting up.
That’s odd I thought, didn’t do that this morning in
practice. Oh well, perhaps it’ll clear when we get
going. Err wrong! As the flag dropped and we all
screamed off down to the hairpin, I was drowned in
spray and couldn’t see a damned thing! I managed to
find the entry to the hairpin and the spray subsided,
but I still couldn’t see as the visor was even worse! I
completed the whole race looking out the left hand
side of the visor where there was a clear patch. But I
finished in probably the worst conditions I have ever
raced in, and I wasn’t last.

Race 2 was better as the rain had stopped but the
track was still wet, and this time I had a clear visor. I
found that the front vent was closed on my helmet
after the first race which was why it was steaming up.
Again I finished the race, managed to pass a couple of
folks, and didn’t come last, and I was starting to feel
at home on the bike, even though the clutch was still
slipping (more on that later).
We packed everything away in the van again and
went off for something to eat in the local pub (The
Masons Arms in Kidwelly – brilliant place!).
The next morning was overcast but no rain, the circuit was damp but drying, so time to get the bike out
of the van and fire it up. Uh Oh, it won’t start. After
trying with the kick start, and bump starting around
the paddock, we gave up and took a breather. A fellow competitor next to us asked if we would like to
put my bike on his electric roller starter, which we
did. Still no joy. So we took it back to the van to
investigate. Oddly, we had big sparks, as my mechanic
can vouch for having got a belt off one of the plugs –
oops sorry Steve! So I reckoned it was condensation
and got into the carbs overnight. So we put it back
on the electric rollers, and eventually if coughed into
life – phew!
So, race number 3. As my lap times had improved
over the previous two races I found myself a little bit
closer to the front – well not really – two rows up
but hey that’s progress in my book.
Had real fun in this race, I was clearly getting quicker even though the clutch slip was really bad at the
top end. Overtaking guys on the outside of the long
left hander at Pembrey was a real buzz. I even had
people coming up to me after the race saying that I
was really flying!
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Race number 4 was more of the same, and I was beginning to get the best out of the front brake. Now
don’t laugh all you wanna-be Lorenzo’s and Rossi’s. I
too have the very latest in braking technology on my
675R, and it is very easy to brake under racing conditions with it. However, I can assure you, there is no
“one finger braking” with a drum brake, even the TLS
I have on the Yam. A big fist is required and you are
rewarded with loads of feel and feedback.
Race 5 was a bit of a joke really. I was in the open
350 class with GP bikes, so I knew I would get slaughtered in this one. But I had only entered it so that I
could get an extra ride and gain experience. It was
worthwhile in the end though, as I got my fastest
lap of the day on the last lap, and was really enjoying
myself.
I was shocked after the race to be called to the
presentation podium, with the bike, to be presented
with a bottle of Champagne by the organisers. They
were so impressed with me and the bike, that they
decided to award me the accolade of best effort in
getting this Yamaha (and me) back on the track, and
improving race on race over the two days.
They said it epitomised what the club was all about
(Classic Racing Motorcycle Club) and it was a wonderful achievement.

Out of a grid of about 40 starters I was finishing
around the 26th – 29th, and this was with the clutch
slip and poor front braking technique.
I aim to improve on these two areas at the next
meeting at Croft on May7th & 8th.
Massive thanks to all who help me, Steve Tony and
of course the lovely Jemma, and massive thanks to
Flitwick Mowers for their assistance too.

Maybe I should have mentioned this before, but to
put the bike I am racing into context, please digest
the following facts;
Bike: 		
Race event:
600cc

Yamaha YR5F 350cc two stroke, purchased in 1973
Junior Production for two stroke machines up to 350cc and four stroke machine up to

		Yamaha YR5 350		
Yamaha FZ600
BHP output:
around 35bhp		
around 55bhp
Weight:		140kg approx.		200kg
Top speed:

115mph			130mph
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OMC Visits Normandy
By Kirsty Eaton

Requested by a few members, another
short break was organised to ride the
roads in and around Normandy with tour
operators Bike Normandy.
Meeting at Baldock, collecting two stragglers at
Thurrock Services, we arrived at the tunnel incident
free and fairly dry. (Can’t remember the last time we
rode the English side without rain!!!)
Leaving Calais, sun shining, Steve lead the way to
our two night stop at the Best Western in Montreuil,
riding some fabulous coastal roads, and only once
taking the wrong turn and ending up on a rather
bumpy farm track! The hotel (although too expensive) was comfortable and the staff helpful (especially
the barman who went out of his way to make sure
we had everything we needed!) We enjoyed a meal
that evening in the lovely quaint village before returning to the hotel for a night cap (big mistake …. £54
for a whisky, G&T and Bourbon – ouch!!)
The next morning, Chris Boddy did a route around
the area of Buire-au-Bois, lunching at Auchonvilliers
where Chris had his lunch stolen out of his hands by
a chicken, and then on to Beaumont Cemetery. The
roads and scenery were fabulous, although in true
Chris Boddy style, a few rather “dodgy” tracks were
negotiated with some difficulty.
(Beaumont-Hamel was attacked and reached on 1 July 1916,
but it could not be held. It was attacked again, and this time
taken, on 13 November 1916 and the British cemetery (originally titled as ‘V Corps Cemetery No.23’) was made by units
taking part in that and subsequent operations until February
1917. It was increased after the Armistice when graves were
brought in from the surrounding battlefields. The cemetery now
contains 179 Commonwealth burials and commemorations of
the First World War. 82 of the burials are unidentified but there
are special memorials to two casualties known to be buried
among them.)
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Thursday morning and we were off to meet John
and Jen (Bike Normandy) at St Saens. A coffee stop
and then on to our base for the next three days. Our
base was John and Jen’s home “Le Champ Masse” in
Coudehard, Normandy. The remainder of our tour
was once again a real treat, riding fast twisties and
curvy roads through some amazing scenery. Meals
were up to Jen’s high standard and thoroughly enjoyed, bar one for me – I don’t eat bunnies!!!!
The highlight of our trip was a ride to the Airborne

Museum in Sainte-Mere-Eglise where we stopped
and enjoyed a couple of hours wandering around the
museum which is amazing and well worth the visit.
(The Airborne Museum is a French museum dedicated to the
memory of American paratroopers of the 82nd and 101st airborne divisions who were dropped into Normandy in the night
of June 5–6, 1944.)

Looking forward to another trip later in the year
with a group from Oakley MC.

“I can highly recommend a
holiday with Bike
Normandy, it’s about as
stress free as any
motorcycle event could
possibly be; you’ll love it.”

Derek Brown
Oakley MC – Aug 2014

Short Breaks & Longer European Tours since 2003
E-mail; info@bikenormandy.com

Tel from UK; 0033 233 350065
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BIKER DOWN
By Colleen Spencer

Seventeen of us attended the Biker Down course
on Saturday 11th June which was held at Shefford
Fire Station. It was very informative. This was a four
hour free course which covered risk assessment at
a road traffic collision, basic first aid, helmet removal,
CPR, handing over to medical personnel at the scene
and finally accident avoidance and statistics of motorcycle accidents.
We had the opportunity to ask questions throughout the course and to do practical training. A lady

from Herts & Beds Advanced Motorcyclists also
joined us and gave us some information on what they
have to offer.
Many thanks to Nick, Ainslie and Martin from the
Shefford Fire Station who provided us with invaluable information (and of course coffee and biscuits)
and also to Darren for arranging this for us. Personally I am very pleased that I attended this course as
I have come away with a higher level of confidence
and knowledge.
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An evening with

PETER
WILLIAMS
For those that don’t know him or who
have never heard of Peter, he was an incredibly good racer and design engineer,
racing against the likes of Mike Hailwood,
Giacomo Agostini and other great riders
of that time.
He won the F750 IOM TT in 1973 on a John Player
Norton at an average speed of over 105mph. In the
same year he also came second to Ago on the Tom
Arter 500cc single cylinder Matchless setting a record speed of over 101mph for a single cylinder motorcycle. This record stood for many years!
Peter was also the pioneer for cast magnesium alloy
wheels allowing tubeless tyres to be fitted and disc
brakes being fitted to bikes. He created the monocoque frame to centralize mass, long before Honda.
Peter’s racing career only lasted eleven years ending
in a horrific crash at Oulton Park in 1973.
The evening was held at the Two Brewers in Olney
on Friday, 1st April and all the tickets were allocated
within a week of the evening being announced. On
the night, the room was packed and it would have
been difficult to fit anyone else in with a tyre lever.
Christine collected tickets and money on the door
and ran the raffle for me. Prizes included a signed
copy of Peter’s book, two signed posters and a year’s
subscription to Classic Bike racer kindly donated by
Morton Media.
My thanks also go to Norman, Derek, Richard and
Dave (for the loan of his PA system), for all their help
and input into the format of the evening.
For me personally, to have the opportunity to meet
one of my all time heroes whom I have seen race on
many UK short circuit tracks and in the IOM was
one of the most humbling experiences of my life.
The evening raised £433.00, which will be donated
to the TT Riders Association at Peter’s request. Peter was the President of this elite organisation from
1999 – 2000, which can only be awarded to riders

who have won a TT.
Ps
At the end of the evening with everyone gone,
we managed to get Peter down the stairs from the
meeting room and safely to the guesthouse (which
wasn’t easy due to his serious mobility issues) only
to find he had left his key in his room! With no other
guests staying that night and the landlady being fast
asleep, we had quite a dilemma how do we get him
in to his room?
I had to go back through the pub, down to the street
at the end of the guesthouse garden, climb over a sixfoot gate, sneak up their garden, go in through the
back door and let him and Christine in! Hope they
don’t have CCTV or I may be on Crime Watch.
By Phil Randell
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Kempston Rural School Visit
By Phil Randell

Our annual visit to Kempston Rural
school is always a pleasure and one that
the children look forward to.
As part of their lessons on Transport, we were
asked to bring 4 bikes for the children to look at,
sit-on and ask questions. Needless to say, there were
many smiling faces which made it all worthwhile.
Thanks to Barry Williams, Peter Hickles and Michael Crow for bringing their bikes, to Roger Mant
for braving the cold to take photographs and of
course Phil & Chrissie Randell (who set it all up).
We adjourned to the local hostelry (The Maypole)
for a well earned coffee and just a little “cake” The
portions were huge!!!
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LOCAL RACER

Oakley MC members had the pleasure of meeting
local racer Sam Llewellyn from Bedford at a recent
Thursday club night, bringing along his 2015 championship winning Honda RS125 and his 2016 British
Superbike Championship Motostar bike. Sam won
the 2015 125GP Championship in only his second
year of racing. The nimble handling enabling Sam to
be consistently fast throughout the season, wrapping
up the championship with 2 races in hand and notching up 7 wins along the way.
This year Sam is contesting the British Motostar
Championship which is part of the BSB meeting. The
Motostar/Moto3 bikes are the only purpose built
race bikes in the British Championship. Moto3 in
2015 gave us Britain’s first Moto GP world champion
since Barry Sheen in Danny Kent.

The Moto3 bikes are 250cc, 4 stroke singles with a
rev limit of 13,500 rpm, producing in excess of 50hp
and weighing just 80kg. This particular bike was previously ridden by John McPhee who is now a Peugeot
Moto3 works rider in the 2016 world championship.
The team are hoping for some good results after
Sam was knocked off at the Silverstone round, whilst
sitting in a strong 8th place. This resulted in a broken
collarbone and missing Oulton Park.
Knockhill Race Circuit.
After recovering from his injuries, Sam was ready
for his first race meet at Knockhill. Qualifying 1
kicked off on Friday and with the weather holding
out, managed a 16th place finish. Qualifying 2 on Saturday, Sam found his rhythm and finished with a 9th
place. Both races were on the Sunday so a busy day.
After a good warm up first thing, Sam was ready for
his first race starting 9th on the grid. After an interesting race Sam finished in 13th place.
Race 2 and the weather was quickly closing in on
the circuit. By the time the race started the heavens
had opened. Sam started on the grid in 16th position
but managed to finish 11th overall and 9th in his class.
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Britain’s Most Unique
Enfield Store

Clothing, Accessories,
Demo Bikes & More !!

Quality Used Bikes
In Stock
WE BUY QUALITY
USED BIKES FOR
CASH !£!£!£
Time Served Professional
Mechanics. Tyres, Service
MOT & Repairs
OMC Discounts!!!

01933 665403

Northants NN29 7NH

www.cooperbmotorcycles.co.uk

